
GREENHOUSE
The Greenhouse collection is a 

tribute to the power and diversity 

of nature. It’s for the weeds that 

won’t stop grow, the dandelions 

that burst through asphalt and 

the thorny rose bush that refuses 

to be tamed. Greenhouse is a 

collection for those who dare to

grow free.

GARDEN GLORY

ONE OF A KIND

FOREST ESCAPADES

STRUCTURED CREATIVITY

C L A I M  Y O U R  S PA C E

WALL MURAL COLLECTION

http://rebelwalls.com


How it works

GET MORE INFORMATION AT REBELWALLS.COM

Use the collection book to get inspired and 
find your favorite wall mural. 

Measure the width and height of your wall.

Go to rebelwalls.com and search for the wall 
mural you have picked.

Place the order and we will produce the wall
mural with your measurements and deliver it
in a few days with free paste and instructions. 

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

http://rebelwalls.com


GARDEN
GLORY



MEADOW | R13141



FLOWERBED | R13131

FLOWERBED, VINTAGE | R13132

Flowerbed
Here we combine a classic striped wall-
paper design with a colorful flowerbed 
of both handdrawn and real flowers. Use 
one or several panels to create a bombastic 
interior that blossoms all year round.



ABC for the Spelling Bee

ABC FOR THE SWEDISH BEE | R13193
ABC FOR THE SWEDISH BEE, BLACK | R13194

ABC FOR THE SPELLING BEE | R13191

ABC FOR THE SPELLING BEE, BLACK | R13192



WINDING SPRING | R13221

WINDING SPRING, BLACK | R13222

Winding Spring
When spring comes, everything changes 
and new ideas sprout. A different version of 
a classic trellis design came to life when our 
designer passed a vibrant cherry blossom 
tree on her way to the design studio one 
beautiful spring morning.



POPPY ART | R13161



BLOSSOM FOR THE BEES | R13001



SUMMER WIND, BLACK AND WHITE   
R13092

SUMMER WIND | R13091



MAKE IT BLOOM | R13111



LA VIE EN TULIPE, BLACK | R13061

LA VIE EN TULIPE, WHITE | R13062



SIMPLE SEEDPOD | R12991



ONE
OF
A
KIND



GARDEN GATE | R13241



BELLEWOOD | R13051



The inspiration for Bellewood comes from classic toile 
patterns. We wanted to create a modern toile made with 
traditional craftsmanship. Since the pattern is made to be 
repeated you can have the forest surround you comple-
tely. Or let it be a focal point by hanging it on one wall. 

Tips! Use our design services to add personal details to 
the trees. Like names carved in the tree trunks.

BELLEWOOD, BLACK TOILE | R13053

BELLEWOOD, GREY TOILE | R13054 BELLEWOOD, PORCELAIN TOILE | R13055 BELLEWOOD, CRIMSON TOILE | R13056

BELLEWOOD | R13051

Bellewood



 FRUIT & FLORA | R13171

FRUIT & FLORA, COLOR | R13172



THORN ROSE | R13073



ROSEGARDEN | R13071

ROSEGARDEN, BLACK | R13072

Rosegarden
This beautiful hundred-year-old piece of art is 
the original drawing for a wallpaper pattern. We 
have kept all the details of the original just as they 
were.Everything from the meticulously painted 
raindrops to the stains and tears on the edges.



For this design we combined vinta-
ge flower patterns with weathered 
wooden boards. The hand drawn 
flower patterns were salvaged from 
old wallpaper factories in France. We 
decided to give them a new home in 
our Greenhouse collection.

Wall Garden

WALL GARDEN | R13181



GROWING WILD | R13211

GROWING WILDERNESS | R13212

Traditional wallpaper craftsmanship up clo-
se. The original to this design is an old, worn 
wallpaper made with surface print technique. 
When using this technique, ink is pushed into 
the paper,  giving it a distinct, almost blurry 
look with bleeding colors. Today we use a 
digital printing technology that produces 
crisp and detailed pictures, which allows us 
to salute the old techniques and show them 
off in detail.

Growing Wild



FOREST
ESCAPADES



Welcome to the Jungle

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE | R13041

You know where you are? You’re in the jungle! Or perhaps at home. 
Either way this wallpaper design is covered with leaves from the trendy  
Monstera plant and will bring all that amazing chlorophyll- green color inside.



BIRCH TRUNKS | R13031



FROST LEAF | R12941



SCANDINAVIAN LIGHT | R12971



LAY IN THE HAY | R12961



OLD PINE TREES | R13021



STRUCTURED
CREATIVITY



Flower Dot
Sometimes the inability to choose opens up 
new possibilities.We like flowers and graphi-
cal prints, but we hate to limit ourselves 
to only one option. Therefore we created 
Flower Dot – a floral wallpaper in a graphic 
style. The hearts of the flowersare hidden be-
hind circles.

Tip! Make the wallpaper more personal by 
adding some photographs to the circles.

FLOWER DOT | R13101

FLOWER DOT, VINTAGE | R13102



POPPY ART ANDY | R13151



Florigami
This pattern is made out of folded origami flowers. 
Tip! For a cool effect, let the flowers grow out of 
the corner of the room by hanging the two mirro-
red versions side by side.

FLORIGAMI, COLOR | R13204

FLORIGAMI | R13201   FLORIGAMI | R13203

FLORIGAMI, COLOR | R13202



LILY POND, RED | R13123

LILY POND, RAINBOW | R13121

LILY POND | R13122



CONCRETE ROSES | R13081



HARLEQUIN ROSES | R13231



FALL IN LOVE WITH MORE WALL MURALS ON REBELWALLS.COM

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND PINTEREST:

http://rebelwalls.com
https://www.pinterest.com/rebelwalls/
https://www.facebook.com/RebelWalls/
https://instagram.com/rebelwalls

